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Global Government dataset, variable explanations/sources 

Variable Source Explanation 

country --- --- 

type Mostly my head This is just used to separate countries from territories from 

states/provinces. In this exercise you should restrict the analysis to 

countries (1) 

language various Dominant (or official) language spoken. This variable is a bit informal, 

done mostly to make some points in my undergrad comparative politics 

class. 

praginst combined Combines two other variables: demadmin and corrupt 

normative combined Combines three other variables: corrupt, demagg and fhclscal 

partneol combined Combines three other variables: catoef, govtsize and govtregs 

statpers combined Combines three other variables: demadmin, govtregs and normativ 

statcorp combined Combines three other variables: govtsize, govtregs and fhpfscal 

statdev combined Nothing in this variable!!! 

statsdem combined Combines four other variables:  demadmin, normative, govtregs and 

govtsize 

premodrn combined Combines various other variables. 

pseiwb World Bank Public sector ethics index.  0 = unethical, 100 = ethical. 

demagg Economist An aggregated democracy score, rated 0-10, with higher = more 

democratic 

demplur Economist Electoral process and pluralism, rated 0-10, with higher = more 

democratic 

demadmin Economist Functioning of government, rated 0-10, with higher = more democratic 

(more effective government) 

dempart Economist Participation, rated 0-10, with higher = more democratic 

demcult Economist Culture, rated 0-10, with higher = more democratic 

corrupt Transparency Corruption perceptions index, rated 0-10, with 10 = less corrupt 

catoef Cato Institute Cato’s economic freedom indicator, 0-10, with 10 = ‘better’, in terms of 

more economic freedom, less government. 

govtsize Cato Institute Cato’s government size index, 0-10 with 10 = ‘better’, in terms of more 

economic freedom, smaller government. 

govtgdp e.g. WDR Government final consumption, % GDP. An indicator of the size of 

government. 

govtregs Cato Institute Government regulation index, 0-10 with 10 = ‘better’, in terms of more 

economic freedom, less government regulation. 

fhph Freedom House Political freedoms, 1-7 scale, with 1 = more free. 

fhpfscal Freedom House The previous indicator flipped around (by me) and scaled from 1-10, 

with 10 = more free. 

fhcl Freedom House Civil liberties, 1-7 scale, with 1 = more liberty. 

fhclscal Freedom House The previous indicator flipped around (by me) and scaled from 1-10, 

with 10 = more liberty. 

area Britannica Land area in thousands of square mile. 

populatn Britannica Population in thousands. 

GDP Britannica Gross domestic product, in $US 

educprim Britannica Primary education, % without 

educuniv Britannica Higher (university) education, % of population aged 15-64 

pubcons Economist PWiF Public consumption, % GDP 

healthpct Economist PWiF Health spending, % of GDP 
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health$ HDR Health spending per capita, $ 

tertenrol Economist PWiF Tertiary (university) enrollment, % of age cohort 

colortv Economist PWiF Color TVs per 100 population 

computers Economist PWiF Computers per 100 population 

tobacco WHO Tobacco use, any product, % of age standardized prevalence 

traffic WHO Traffic casualties per 100,000 population 

alcohol WHO Alcohol abuse disorders per 100,000 population. 

obese WHO Body Mass Index, average 

homicides HDR Homicides per 100,000 population 

hivprev HDR HIV prevalence, % folks aged 15-49. 

prison HDR Prison population, per 100,000 population. 

infant HDR Infant mortality, per 1000 live births 

density Britannica Number of people per square kilometre 

urban Britannica People living in cities (%) 

religion various Predominant religion, nominal variable, coded as shown 

lifeexpf Britannica Life expectancy, female (years) 

lifeexpm Britannica Life expectancy, male (years) 

literacy Britannica People who read (%) 

cropgrow ??? ??? 

climate ??? Predominant climate, nominal variable, coded as shown 

university Universities 

worldwide 

The number of universities in each country. 

hdi HDR Human Development Index, combines education, income and health 

indicators. 

lifeexp HDR Life expectancy at birth, both sexes, years. 

literacya HDR Adult literacy rate 

GDPpci HDR GDP per capita, measured at Purchasing Power Parity (which corrects 

for different cost of goods) 

equalgini HDR Gini Index, a 0-100 measure of inequality, with higher indicating greater 

inequality. 

oecd --- A 0-1 variable for whether a country is a member of the Organization for 

Economic Cooperation and Development, which serves as a good proxy 

for rich countries. 

World Bank: Data and research page.  http://econ.worldbank.org/, especially 

http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.asp 

WDR: World Bank, World Development Reports, http://www.worldbank.org/wdr/ 

Economist: The Economist Intelligence Unit, http://www.eiu.com/ 

Cato: Cato Institute, Economic Freedom in the World. 

Transparency International: A European-based NGO that exists largely to produce this corruption 

indicator, and advocate for clean government and clean business around the world. 

Britannica: The Britannica Almanac. This is just one of many sources that could be used to gather these 

otherwise readily available factoids. 

Economist: Pocket World in Figures. 

HDR: Human Development Report, published by the United Nations Development Program 

WHO: World Health Organization.  Their data and statistics page can be found here: 

http://www.who.int/research/en/ 

Universities: from Universities Worldwide (http://univ.cc/index.html). 

??? – I think these came from the initial SPSS sample database that I originally built from. 


